CHAPTER XV

PERMANENT WAY AND WORKS

A. Railway Servants Employed on the Permanent Way or Works.

15.01. Condition of Permanent Way and Works - Each Inspector of Way or Works shall be responsible for the condition of the permanent way and works under his charge.

15.02. Maintenance of line - Each Inspector of Way or Works shall -
(a) see that his length of line or works in his charge are efficiently maintained, and
(b) promptly report to the Engineer-in-charge all accidents to or defects in the way or works, which he considers likely to interfere with the safe running of trains, at the same time taking such actions as may be necessary to prevent accidents.

S.R.15.02-1. A Permanent Way Inspector, who receives a report that a locomotive has received a lurch, shall immediately inspect the track and take all possible measures to remove the defect. Until the repairs are completed, he shall take such precautions for protection as are necessary.

15.03. Keeping of material -
Each Inspector of Way or Works shall see to the security of all rails, chairs, sleepers, and other material in his charge, and ensure that such of the said articles as are not actually in use are properly stacked clear of the line so as not to interfere with the safe running of trains.

S.R. 15.03-1. Permanent Way Materials and Tools -
Loose permanent way material, tools, etc. must not be left by the side of the line where they might be made use of by ill-disposed persons to form dangerous obstructions. Such material must be collected at gate lodges or gang huts and subsequently taken into stations at the earliest opportunity. This does not apply in the case of remodelling of yards doubling and relaying where special watchmen are engaged.

15.04. Inspection of Permanent Way and Works -

(1) Every portion of the permanent way shall be inspected daily on foot by some railway servant appointed in this behalf by special instructions:
Provided that the interval between such inspections may, under approved special instructions, be increased to once in two days in the case of lines with light and infrequent traffic.

(2) All bridges and works including signals, signal wires, interlocking gear, points and crossings, overhead equipment and any other equipment
affecting the safety and working of trains shall be inspected regularly in accordance with special instructions.

S.R.15.04-1. Permanent way, inspection of -
The Keyman of each gang must walk daily over his length starting at sunrise and when necessary, more frequently than once daily. He must tighten or replace any loose keys or fastenings. On lines with light and infrequent traffic this patrolling by Keyman may be once in two days under approved special instructions.

S.R.15.04-2.
(1) Patrolling of line during the monsoon months -
(a) The line is to be patrolled at night from the commencement until the close of the monsoon, ordinarily from June 1’st, until October 31’st, but the exact date of commencement and termination will be decided by the Assistant Engineer of the section.

Patrolling should not be started until the monsoons actually arrive on any section.

(b) Patrol charts, prepared by Divisional Engineers for the different sections, will be distributed to the Assistant Engineers, Permanent Way Inspectors and Controller and a copy of the relevant portion of the chart will be supplied to each Station Master with instructions to -

(i) record timings of arrival and departure of Patrolmen in the patrol books and initial them, and

(ii) record timings of arrival and departure of patrolmen and their names in the station diary.

(2) Copies of the patrol charts shall be sent to the loco shed Foreman by the Divisional Engineer.

(3) (a) The Patrolman, whose beat commences at Station A, will present the patrol book in his possession to the Station Master A, who will enter there-in the date and time of arrival and departure of the patrolman and sign the book and return it to him. He will then walk over his beat and handover the patrol book to the patrolman of the next beat, and so on, until the book from station A continues its journey to Station ‘B’. In a similar manner, a patrol book from Station B will be transmitted to station ‘A’. The Station Master at A is to enter the date and time of arrival of patrolman in the book from Station B, sign it and hand it back to the patrolman for re-transmission to Station B. The Station Master at Station B will enter the date and time of arrival of the Patrolman in the book from station A, sign it and hand it back to the patrolman for re-transmission to station A. In this manner, each patrol book makes one journey in each direction per night.

(b) If a Patrolman, on arrival at the end of the beat, does not find the next Patrolman waiting to take over his book, he must not wait, but must walk on until he meets him and should report the absence of any man from his beat, to the Gangmate in the morning.

(c) Where stations are close together, the patrol books may be passed through one or more intermediate stations before it is returned to the original
station. The Station Master of each intermediate station will enter the date and actual time of arrival and departure of the Patrolman and sign the book.

(d) In order that the movement of the Patrolman can be checked accurately, it is essential that the Station Master on duty should record in the patrol book, the actual timings of the arrival at and the departure from the station. He should also record in his station diary the name of the Patrolman and the actual time of his arrival and departure from the station.

4) (a) Station Masters will see that the Patrolmen come on duty sober.

(b) if a Patrolman does not turn up within 15 minutes of his scheduled arrival, the Station Master on duty will take the following action -

(i) he must stop run-through trains proceeding into the block section.

(ii) he must advise the Station Master at the other end of the section to take similar action and also advise the Controller.

(iii) he must issue a Caution Order Form T-194.B to all trains proceeding into the block section advising the Driver to be on the alert and specify a speed restriction of 40 kilometres per hour during the day when the visibility is also clear, and 15 kilometres per hour during the night or during the day when visibility is not clear.

(iv) he shall also initiate action to ascertain the reason for the Patrolman not turning up by either sending a Gangman or a Pointsman, if available, in the concerned section.

The Caution Orders referred to under item (iii) above will be issued until the Patrolman has arrived and reported that the line is safe for passage of trains.

5) Immediately danger is apprehended or when damage is observed, the Patrolman should protect the line, as indicated below -

(a) In case where one Patrolman is employed on a single line section,

(i) Place a red light in a prominent position to warn a train which may be approaching from one direction; then run in the opposite direction and fix one detonator at 600 metres in case of Broad Gauge and 400 metres in case of Narrow Gauge and 3 detonators, 10 metres apart at 1200 metres in case of Broad Gauge and at 800 metres in case of Narrow Gauge from the affected point. If, while on his way to fix detonators, the Patrolman finds a train approaching the affected point, he should immediately place detonators on the line and stop the train by showing a danger signal.

(ii) return to the affected point and protect the other side with detonators similarly.

(iii) in the event of it being impossible to get to the other side or the affected point (as in a washaway), place a red light so that it can be seen from as great a distance as possible, and also display the flare signal, if supplied, for the approaching train from that direction.
(b) In cases where one Patrolman is employed on a double-line section -

(i) Place the red light in a prominent position, so as to warn an approaching train on one track, then run along the other track towards a possible approaching train and place detonators, as in sub para (a) (i) above; displaying the ignited flare signal, if provided.

(ii) run back and protect with detonators the other line on which the red light was shown; displaying ignited flare signal, if provided.

(c) In cases where two Patrolmen are employed -

(i) the second light should be lit and danger signals shown at once in both directions;

(ii) the two Patrolmen should then proceed in opposite directions, showing hand danger signals and displaying ignited flare signals, if provided, and when at 600 metres in case of Broad Gauge and 400 metres in case of Narrow Gauge from the point of danger each should clip one detonator on the rail; they should then proceed to a distance of 1200 metres in case of Broad Gauge and 800 metres in case of Narrow Gauge from the point of danger and fix 3 more detonators on the rail, 10 metres apart.

On the double line, the detonators must be placed on each line so that the approaching trains on both the directions are protected.

(iii) should the nature of the obstruction be such as to render it impossible for either of the Patrolmen to get across the gap, as for instance, washaway with a strong flood, one of them should show a danger signal and displaying ignited flare signal, if provided, and endeavour to stop trains approaching the gap from the other side, while the other man should act as per para (6) below.

(6) After protecting the line, as described above in para (5), in places where two Patrolmen are employed, one of the Patrolmen shall act as follows -

(a) Proceed with all haste away from the affected point in the direction of the nearest station or if cut off by an impassable obstruction, to the station in the opposite direction and report the occurrence to the Station Master who will -

(i) stop trains entering the block section,

(ii) advise the Station Master at the other end of the block section, and

(iii) advise the Controller and all concerned.

(b) If on his way to the station, he passes gang quarters, report the occurrence to the Gangmate, who should proceed with his gang to the kilometreage and ensure proper protection and attend to repairs as necessary.

Where a single Patrolman is employed, the Patrolman shall remain at the place where he has fixed three detonators and send word about the danger through the first Railway employee or other person he is able to contact at the spot itself.
S.R.15.04-3. The flare signals shall be used on Double/Multiple lines, Ghat, Suburban and Automatic Block signalling sections.

S.R.15.04-4. PWI of the section shall ensure that Patrolmen deputed are conversant with the use of flare signals. Each Patrolman should have one flare signal with him before proceeding for patrolling duties.

15.05. Patrolling of lines -

(1) In addition to the inspection referred to in Rule 15.04, whenever any portion of a railway is likely to be endangered by abnormal conditions such as heavy rains, breaches, floods, storms and civil disturbances, the line shall be patrolled in accordance with special instructions.

(2) When a railway servant deputed to patrol the line, notices any condition likely to affect the safety of trains or otherwise apprehends danger, he shall take action in accordance with special instructions prescribed for the purpose to protect the obstruction on line and thereafter inform the nearest Station Master by the most expeditious means.

See also Rule 3.62.

S.R. 15.05-1. In these circumstances patrolling of the line shall be done in accordance with the instructions given in S.R. 15.04-2.

15.06. Work involving danger to trains or traffic - A gang shall not commence or carry on any work which will involve danger to trains or to traffic without the previous permission of the Inspector of Way or Works, or of some competent railway servant appointed in this behalf by special instructions; and the railway servant who gives such permission shall himself be present to superintend such work, and shall see that the provisions of Rules 15.08 and 15.09 are observed:

Provided that, in case of emergency, when the requirements of safety warrant the commencement of any such work before the said railway servant can arrive, the Gangmate may commence the work at once and shall himself ensure that provisions of Rule 15.09 are observed.

S.R. 15.06-1. Engineering Works involving interference with Traffic -

(a) For the purpose of these rules, Engineering and Signal and Interlocking Works are classified under the following categories:

(i) Category A - Works of normal routine, maintenance, such as lifting and packing, renewals of keys and bolts, isolated renewals of a chair, pot or sleeper, etc.
(ii) **Category B** - Works such as scattered renewals of pots or sleepers, oiling of bolts and greasing of fishplates, or painting of bridges or other works necessitating observance of hand signals or ‘Stop’ or ‘Proceed with Caution’ signals etc.

(iii) **Category C** - Works such as shifting and erection of signals, overhauling of signal and interlocking frames, etc. which require the issue of a Circular Notice but not blocking a running line.

*Note*: Works normally falling under this category but requiring power block on electrified sections would be treated as falling under category D below.

(iv) **Category D** - Works involving breaking of the road, interference with signals and interlocking arrangements, temporary diversions, relaying or other works causing interference with traffic.

(b) (1) **Category A** - Works of a normal routine nature etc. no special precautions are necessary and no advice need be given to any Operating Official.

(2) **Category B** -
   (i) Works under category (B) will be carried out according to programme of which all concerned will be advised and notices of speed restrictions, if any, or cautions to be observed will be advised to all concerned.

   (ii) The Permanent Way Inspector or the Official-in-charge of the work will issue messages to all the authorities mentioned in S.R.4.09-1 (ii). The message will detail the nature of the work, the kilometrage or kilometrages, the speed restriction and any other precautions required to be observed by the Driver and will also state if Engineering Speed Restriction Indicators in accordance with S.R.4.08-1 have been provided.

   (iii) The Station Masters will acknowledge the message to the Official-in-charge direct, copy to the Controller, who will also advise the stations concerned by a notice and obtain their acknowledgement. Before the work is taken in hand, the Permanent Way Inspector or the Official-in-charge will personally satisfy himself that all concerned have acknowledged the message. If acknowledgements are not received, the Work should not be taken in hand.

   (iv) Caution Orders will be issued to Drivers/Guards of all trains in accordance with S.R.4.09-1.

   (v) The site of work will be protected in accordance with S.R. 15.09-1.

   (vi) On completion of the work, the Official-in-charge will issue a message advising all concerned, included in the original message of the completion of the work, and at the same time advise the Controller on the phone personally. On receipt of this message the issue of Caution Order will be discontinued unless otherwise specifically instructed.

(3) **Categories (C) & (D)** -
   (i) In all cases of Engineering or Signal and Interlocking works which involve the breaking of the open line or interference with signal and interlocking arrangements or observance of any other restrictions in normal working, the Engineering/Signal Department will arrange with the Operating Department for the
issue of a Circular Notice by the Divisional Railway Manager in accordance with standing instructions.

(ii) The Circular Notice referred to in sub-para(i) shall be valid for 3 months from the date of issue, i.e. the work notified must be taken in hand within 3 months. If the work cannot be commenced within 3 months, a fresh Notice must be issued.

Once the work is taken in hand the Notice will be effective as long as the work is in progress.

(iii) The Divisional Engineer or the Divisional Signal & Telecommunication Engineer will be responsible for obtaining the sanction of the Commissioner of Railway Safety where necessary and sending to him the safety certificates on the completion of the works in accordance with standing orders.

(iv) On receipt of advice from the Official-in-charge of the work, and before the work is taken in hand, the Divisional Operating Manager will issue an all concerned message to the Officials mentioned in the aforesaid Circular Notice and will arrange for the blocking of the line on the date and time specified. This message will be issued so as to give not less than 2 days clear notice.

(v) In the case of daily work on relaying, the message may cover a period of seven days, on the expiry of which a fresh message must be issued.

(vi) The work must not be taken in hand until acknowledgements have been received from the Station Master concerned, the Controller, the Power(Traction) Controller and the Loco Foreman. If acknowledgements are not received, the Divisional Operating Manager will take steps to prevent the work being taken in hand.

(vii) Before the line is blocked for the work to be commenced, the Official-in-charge of the work will consult the Controller in regard to the movement of trains on the section and the latter, after verifying that the Station Masters on either side of the block section on the single line and the Station Master of the block station in rear on the double line and the Notice stations for issuing Caution Orders for the block section where the work is to be undertaken as indicated in S.R. 4.09-1 (iii) have received and acknowledged the message referred to in sub-para (iv) above, will issue a Train Notice to the Station Master concerned authorising him to block the line. On receipt of the message from the Controller, the Station Master will block the line and hand over a written memo to Official-in-charge of the work that the line has been blocked, and specify therein the duration of the block. Except as provided in S.R.15.06-2, the Official-in-charge of the work will personally satisfy himself that the line has been actually blocked in accordance with the rules and that on the single line, the Token has been extracted or the paper Line Ticket filled in.

(viii)Caution Orders will be issued by the Station Masters concerned in accordance with S.R. 4.09-1 to Drivers/Guards of all trains proceeding towards the affected area.

(ix) The Engineering Official-in-charge will also arrange for the protection of the affected area in accordance with S.R. 15.09-1.

(x) A material lorry may be allowed to work in the block section for which the line has been blocked, but the Engineering Official-in-charge must
ensure that before the line is declared safe for traffic, the lorry is removed off the track. Only when specially mentioned in the Circular Notice, will a material train be allowed to work in the block section during the period of the block. This train will be given an ‘Authority to proceed without Line Clear’ and will be piloted by a responsible Engineering Official not below the rank of a Permanent Way Inspector grade III and will work under his personal supervision.

(xii) When Special Working Rules have to be issued, the Divisional Railway Manager will arrange for their issue in good time so as to give not less than 3 days clear notice. He will also be responsible for obtaining the approval of the Chief Safety Officer where necessary.

(xiii) On completion of the work, the Official-in-charge will hand over to the Station Master a safety certificate for resumption of normal traffic and specify therein whether any speed restriction is to be observed or Caution Order to be issued. On receipt of this certificate, the Station Master will advise the Controller and all concerned specified in the Circular Notice, cancel the block and resume normal working. In addition, if necessary, the Official-in-charge will also hand over a certificate stating that the block section has been cleared of the material train.

(xiv) In the case of urgent repairs or renewals when previous notice can not be given for the issue of a Circular Notice or when, for any other reason, special precautions at short notice are necessary, the Permanent Way Inspector or other Official-in-charge of the work must advise the Controller and issue a written message to the Station Master giving not less than 4 hours notice before the work is to be taken in hand.

(c) General -

(i) In the case of working of the tunnel or hill-side parties on the Thull and Bhore Ghats, 48 hours previous notice must be given by the Permanent Way Inspector or the Assistant Engineers to the Divisional Operating Manager, the Traction Engineer (Distribution), the Foreman Traction Running Shed, Traffic Controller, Station Master, Lonavla or Igatpuri, as the case may be, and also Station Master, Karjat or Kasara.

(ii) On the electrified area before any slewing alterations to superelevation, excavation or levelling of tracks are commenced, 48 hours previous notice shall be given to the Traction Engineer (Distribution), so that the overhead equipment may be adjusted to conform to the new conditions if necessary. If it is necessary to carry out any work which involves risk of coming...
in contact with the overhead equipment, a permit must be obtained from the Traction Engineer(Distribution).

(iii) Rail Bonds - Any deficiency or defect noticed in Rail Bonds including cross bonds, connections to impedance bonds, structure bonds and Traction Substation negative feeders shall be reported immediately to the Traction Engineer(Distribution) and D.S.T.E. All bonds removed by the staff of the Engineering Department shall be replaced by the staff of the Engineering Department and all such removals and replacements shall be reported to the Traction Engineer(Distribution) and D.S.T.E. without delay.

S.R. 15.06-2. Blocking the line on the field telephone -

When for special reasons it is decided to permit blocking of the line on the field-telephone the following procedure will be followed in lieu of that laid down in para (vii) of S.R. 15.06-1 (b) (3). This procedure is permissible on Controlled Sections only.

(i) The name of the Engineering Official in-charge of the work, who shall not be below the rank of a P.W.I. must be mentioned in the Circular Notice. The Railway Official so nominated and no other person will be authorised to obtain blocks on the field telephone.

(ii) The all concerned message issued by the Divisional Railway Manager will mention the name of the Engineering Official in-charge of the work and will also state that the block will be allowed on advice from the section on the field telephone. (iii) On an application to the Divisional Railway Manager the Official in-charge of the work will be issued a Private Number sheet to be used as follows. On completion of the work the Private Number sheet must be returned to the Divisional Railway Manager.

(iv) Before leaving the station for the site of the work, the Engineering Official-in-charge will consult the Controller who will advise him the approximate time and nominate the last train after which the block will be allowed.

(v) After the passage of the nominated train the Engineering Official in-charge will arrange to protect the place of obstruction in accordance with S.R. 15.09-1 and after having satisfied himself that the obstructed area is properly protected, will call the Controller on the field telephone, give his name and designation and also reference number of the Circular under which the work is being carried out.

(vi) The controller will then call the Station Master at each end of the block section and ascertain from them if the block section is clear of all trains.

(vii) The Engineering Official-in-charge will then issue a message on the field telephone as follows:-

S.C.R ________ S.Ms. A and B No. ____________ Ref. D.R.M’s message No. ____________ of ____________ Line (Up or Down line in the case of double line) between stations A and B will be blocked from ____________ to ____________ hrs.

Private No ______________
Name_________________________ Designation

(viii) The Controller will then issue a message to the Station Masters A and B and also to the Engineering Official in-charge as follows -

S.Ms. A and B copy - P.W.I.
T.N.No. _____________ aaa. You are authorised to block the line (Up or Down line in the case of double line) between stations A and B from _______________ to _______________ hours.

Section Controller (Name) __________

(ix) The Station Master concerned will acknowledge the Controller’s message supported by a Private Number. The Controller will make a note in his charge in the ‘Remarks’ column and record the name of the Engineering Official in-charge and the private Numbers received from the Engineering Official and the Station Masters.

(x) On receipt of the above message from the Controller the Station Master concerned will block the line in accordance with the rules and issue a message to the Engineering Official-in-charge, copy to the Controller, on the telephone as follows -

From S.M. _________________
To P.W.I _________________
No ____________________ Line (Up or Down line in the case of double line) has been blocked from _______________ to _______________ hours.

Private No __________

S.M. (Name) __________

(xi) The Engineering Official in-charge will then commence the work. He will keep himself in constant touch with the Controller.

(xii) On completion of the work and after the track is made safe for the passage of trains, the Engineering Official in-charge will contact the Controller on the field telephone again and advise him of the completion of the work. The Controller will call the Station Masters at both ends of the block section and the Engineering Official in-charge will then issue a message in the following form -

S.Ms. A and B copy - S.C.R.
No. _____________________ Your No. __________________ Track safe for
traffic aaa Train working may now be resumed (speed restriction, if any to be
mentioned) aaa Private No. _______________________________

Designation ______________

Name __________________

(xiii) On receipt of the above message the Controller will issue a
Train Notice to the Station Masters concerned and authorise them to cancel the
block and resume normal working, and obtain their acknowledgements.

(xiv) When the Control Phone is interrupted or where the control is not in
operation, the procedure laid down in para (vii) or S.R.15.06-1 (b) (3) must be
complied with strictly.

15.07. Work in thick, foggy or tempestuous weather impairing visibility
- In thick, foggy or tempestuous weather impairing visibility, no
rail shall be displaced and no other work which is likely to cause obstruction
to the passage of trains shall be performed, except in cases of emergency.

15.08. Precautions before commencing operations which would obstruct
the line - No person employed on the way or works shall change or turn a rail,
disconnect points or signals, or commence any other operation which would
obstruct the line until Stop signals have been exhibited and where
prescribed detonators used; and if within station limits, he has also obtained
the written permission of the Station Master and all necessary signals have
been placed at ‘On’:

Provided that the exhibition of Stop signals may be dispensed
with, if such operations are performed or carried out after the necessary
signals, other than Automatic Stop Signals, have, in addition to being placed
in the ‘On’ position, been disconnected, so that such signals cannot be taken
‘Off’ again until it is safe to do so and the corresponding adequate distance
beyond such signals is kept clear:

Provided further that when the area of work is controlled by
Automatic signals, the railway servant in charge of the work shall post a
competent railway servant at an adequate distance in rear of the site of the
work to stop and warn any train approaching the affected area.

S.R. 15.08-1. If the line where Automatic signalling is in use has to be
blocked against traffic, the Official-in-charge will clamp the special short circuiting
device across the two outer copper wires of the impedance bond at the entering
end of the track where the work is in progress. This will put the Automatic
signal to ‘On’. In addition to this a railway servant with detonators and hand signals
must be stationed not less than 20 metres outside the signal concerned. He shall
place one detonator on the line and display a red flag by day and a red light by night.

15.09. Showing of signals -

(1) Whenever due to lines being under repair or due to any other obstruction it is necessary to indicate to the Driver that he has to stop or proceed at a restricted speed, the following signals shall be shown and, where prescribed, detonators used, if on a double line in the direction from which trains approach, and if on a single line in each direction -

(a) When the train is required to stop and the restriction is likely to last only for a day or less - A banner flag shall be exhibited at a distance of 600 metres on the Broad Gauge and 400 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge and three detonators shall be placed, 10 metres apart, at a distance of 1200 metres on the Broad Gauge and 800 metres on the Metre Gauge and Narrow Gauge from the place of obstruction. In addition, Stop hand signal shall be shown at a distance of 30 metres from the place of obstruction, at the banner flag and at a distance of 45 metres from the three detonators. The railway servant at the place of obstruction shall give proceed hand signal to indicate to the Driver when he may resume normal speed after the train has been hand-signalled past the place of obstruction.

(b) When the train is required to stop and the restriction is likely to last for more than a day - A stop indicator shall be exhibited at a distance of 30 metres from the place of obstruction and a caution indicator at 1200 metres on the Board Gauge and 800 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge from the place of the obstruction. In addition, termination indicators shall be provided at the place where a Driver may resume normal speed.

(c) When the train is not required to stop and the restriction is likely to last only for a day or less - Proceed with caution hand signals shall be exhibited at a distance of 30 metres and again at a distance of at least 800 metres from the place of obstruction. The distance of 800 metres shall be suitably increased by special instructions, where required. The railway servant at the place of obstruction shall give proceed hand signal to indicate to the Driver when he may resume normal speed after the train has been hand-signalled past the place of obstruction.

(d) When the train is not required to stop and the restriction is likely to last for more than a day - A speed indicator shall be exhibited
at a distance of 30 metres from the place of obstruction and again a caution indicator at a distance of at least 800 metres from the place of obstruction. The distance of 800 metres shall be suitably increased by special instructions, where required. In addition, termination indicators shall be provided at the place where a Driver may resume normal speed.

(2) In case the place of obstruction is within station limits -

(a) the provision of sub-rule (1) may be dispensed with if the affected line has been isolated by setting and securing of points or by securing at ‘On’ the necessary manually controlled Stop Signal or signals, and

(b) approach signals shall not be taken ‘Off’ for a train unless the train has been brought to a stop at the first Stop signal, except in cases where the Driver has been issued with a Caution Order at a station in rear, informing him of the obstruction and the details thereof.

(3) If the place of work is situated in Automatic Signalling territory, and if the distance between the place of obstruction and the Automatic signal controlling the entry of train in the signalling section concerned is less than 1200 metres on the Broad Gauge and 800 metres on the Metre Gauge and provided the Automatic Signal has been secured at ‘On’ -

(a) the banner flag and three detonators referred to in clause(a) of sub-rule (1) may be provided at 90 and 180 metres respectively; and

(b) the caution indicator referred to in clause(b) of sub-rule (1) may be dispensed with.

(4) The shapes and sizes of the indicators referred to in clauses (b) and (d) of sub-rule-(1) may be prescribed by special instructions.

S.R. 15.09-1. Engineering works on Open Line hand signalling arrangements for -

(a) Proceed with caution hand signals -

When proceed with caution hand signal has to be shown in terms of G.R.15.09 (1) (c), these signals will be exhibited as follows, in the direction of approaching train on the double line and on both sides of the cautious driving area on the single line (see sketch).

(i) At a minimum distance of 30 metres (Position B) from the nearest point of the affected area, a Railway servant with ‘Proceed with Caution’ hand signal.
(ii) At a distance of 800 metres (Position A) beyond the nearest point of the cautious driving area, a Railway servant with ‘Proceed with Caution’ hand signal.

(iii) At a distance of 700 metres on Broad Gauge and 180 metres on Narrow Gauge (Position C) beyond the farthest point of the Cautious driving area a Railway servant with ‘Proceed’ hand signal.

(iv) If an occasion arises for the train to be brought to a dead stop short of the affected area before passing over at dead slow speed, the railway servant at position B will display a red hand signal and after the train comes to a stand he will permit the train to proceed after obtaining instructions from the Engineering Official at the site not below the rank of Gangmate/ Keyman and will then give ‘Proceed with Caution’ hand signals as necessary.

(v) If the view from the direction of approaching train is not clear, additional Flagman will be posted to exhibit ‘Proceed with Caution’ hand signals as necessary.

(b) Engineering obstruction, hand signals for -

When danger signals have to be shown short of an obstruction in terms of G.R.15.09(1)(a), following hand signals have to be shown in the direction of approaching train on the double line and on both sides of obstruction on the single line. (see sketch).

(i) At a distance of 30 metres from the obstruction, a hand danger signal (Position C)

(ii) At a distance of 600 metres for Broad Gauge and 400 metres for Narrow Gauge from the place of obstruction one banner flag (position B). A Railway servant equipped with hand danger signal shall also be posted at the banner flag.

(iii) At a distance of 600 metres in case of Broad Gauge and 400 metres in case of Narrow Gauge from the banner flag 3 detonators 10 metres apart on line. A Railway servant showing hand danger signal shall be posted 45 metres ahead from the nearest detonator (Position A).

(iv) On receiving orders from the official-in-charge of the work to allow the approaching train to pass, the railway servant at position A shall remove the three detonators and allow the train to proceed cautiously. The person at position B shall also remove the banner flag and exhibit ‘Proceed with Caution’ hand signal. The last person at position ‘C’ will continue exhibiting the danger signal to an approaching train until it has come to a stand, and the signature of the Driver of the train obtained in the restriction book maintained for the purpose. After satisfying from the official in-charge of the work that the train can be allowed to pass, he shall exhibit ‘Proceed with Caution’ signal and shall allow train to proceed. When the train has passed, the banner flag, detonators and the hand signals will be replaced.
(v) In case of double or quadruple lines ‘Proceed with Caution’ signals as in S.R. 15.09-1(a) above, must also be shown on the adjoining line or lines. In the case of relaying work in progress Drivers of trains while approaching the zone of obstruction on the adjoining line or lines shall whistle continuously to warn the staff at work spot. In the case of other major works like regirdering, the official in-charge of the work shall specify the speed restriction to be observed by Drivers of trains on the adjoining line or lines in the zone of obstruction. The prescribed engineering speed restriction indicators shall also be provided.

Note: When providing temporary speed restriction for trains descending Bhore Ghat, Thull Ghat, Barkhera Ghat, Bhadbada Ghat, Chinchonda Ghat, Navegaon Ghat and Maramjhiri Ghat, the distance of 900 metres between Caution indicator and the Speed Indicator and 1300 metres between Caution indicator and the Stop indicator will apply.

(c) Obstruction in the vicinity of or inside station limits - When an obstruction is in the vicinity of or inside station limits and the engineering signals overlap the fixed signals, the Operating and Engineering officials on the spot will confer how best to protect the point of obstruction. It is not sufficient to maintain signals governing the approach of train toward the obstruction in the ‘On’ position. A banner flag and detonators must also be placed on the line in accordance with S.R.15.09-1(b) wherever necessary, preceding the point of obstruction. All trains proceeding towards the obstruction must be brought to a stand at the first Stop signal or banner flag. The banner flag and detonators may then be removed, signals taken ‘Off’ and the train then hand signalled or piloted past the obstruction as necessary. This must be done only under the personal instructions of the Engineering official in-charge. After the train has passed complete, the banner flag and detonators must be replaced.

(d) The Engineering official in-charge of the work is personally responsible for satisfying himself that instructions in regard to the protection of the line are strictly carried out. No person other than Engineering official in-charge of the work shall give signals for removal of the banner flag and this work must not be delegated to any of his subordinates.

(e) Diagrams explaining the method of protection on single and double lines as laid down in clauses (a) and (b) are shown in Diagrams I, II, III and IV.
DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE POSITION OF ‘PROCEED WITH CAUTION’, SIGNALS IN TERMS OF GR.15.09(1)(c) AND S.R. 15.09-1(a)

I. SINGLE LINE
DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE POSITION OF DANGER SIGNALS IN TERMS OF GR.15.09(1)(a) AND S.R. 15.09-1(b)

III. SINGLE LINE
IV. DOUBLE LINE

[Diagram of double line with notes and measurements]
15.10 Assistance in protection of trains - Every railway servant employed on way or works shall, on the requisition of the Guard of a train or the Driver thereof, render assistance for the protection of the train.

15.11. Gangmate in each gang - Each Inspector of Way or Works shall see that in every gang employed in his length of line there is a competent Gangmate.

15.12. Knowledge of signals and equipment of gang - Each Inspector of Way or Works shall see -
(a) that every Gangman and Gangmate employed under him has a correct knowledge of hand signals and detonating signals; and
(b) that every gang employed in his length of line is supplied with a permanent way gauge, two sets of flag signals, two hand signals lamps and twelve detonators, in addition to such other tools or implements as may be prescribed by special instructions.

15.13. Inspection of gauges, signals, tools and implements -
(1) Each Inspector of Way or Works shall at least once in every month inspect the permanent way gauges, flags, signal lamps, detonators, tools and implements supplied to the gangs under clause (b) of Rule 15.12 and ascertain whether the above equipment is complete and in good order.
(2) He shall also see that any defective or missing articles are replaced.

15.14. Responsibility of Gangmate as to safety of line - Each Gangmate shall -
(a) see that his length of line is kept safe for the passage of trains;
(b) that the signals supplied to him under clause (b) of Rule 15.12, are kept in proper order and ready for use;
(c) that the men in his gang each have a correct knowledge of hand signals and detonating signals;
(d) endeavour to prevent any trespassing by persons or cattle on his length of line or within the fences thereof, and
(e) when repairing, lifting or lowering the line or when performing any other operation which shall make it necessary for a train to proceed cautiously, himself be present at the spot and be responsible that the caution signals prescribed in Rule 15.09 are shown.

15.15. Blasting - No railway servant employed on the way or on any works shall carry on any blasting operations on or near the railway except as permitted by special instructions.
S.R.15.15-1. (a) Protection to Railway traffic, track and structures when blasting work is undertaken.

(i) No blasting operation shall be done except under the supervision of an Inspector of Way or Works.

(ii) For all the operations required in blasting, the Inspector of Way or Works shall be assisted by competent qualified staff whether departmental or of the contractor who are in possession of a certificate.

(iii) The Blasting Chargeman/MATE will be in possession of a valid competency certificate. Detailed instructions regarding issue and renewal of competency certificate will be issued by CE.

(iv) When blasting operations are to be carried out within 100 metres of a running line, they shall be done only under block protection to all the lines falling within a distance of 100 metres of the point of blasting.

(v) Blasting operation may be carried out without block protection if the running line is at a distance of more than 100 metres and the Inspector of way or Works is personally satisfied that the blasting operation will not in any way involve danger to trains or to traffic on such lines. In such situations, depending on the site conditions, the blasting technique adopted and all other relevant factors affecting the blasting operation the lines in the vicinity of the blasting operation shall be protected as considered necessary by the Inspector of Way or Works. The signals to be exhibited for such protection shall be as prescribed under GR 15.09 and Subsidiary Rules thereunder. In such cases, where line protection is considered necessary. No blasting shall be done within 30 minutes of the time when any train is expected to pass on any of the line(s) concerned.

(vi) All tracks or structures within 60 metres of the point of blasting shall be suitably protected against damage by covering it with old wooden sleepers, sand bags or any other means as considered adequate by the Inspector of Way or Works who shall be responsible to ensure that no damage is caused to such tracks or structures. The zone of protection can be suitably extended beyond 60 metres as considered necessary by Inspector of Way or Works.

(vii) For blasting operation in electrified section additional precautions shall be complied with as in (c) below -

(b) Precaution and procedures for blasting operations-

(i) All the materials such as explosives, detonators, fuses etc. used for the blasting operations and their transport, storage and use in blasting shall confirm with the relevant I.S. Specification, the Rules and Regulations under the Indian Explosives ACT 1884 and any other Acts or Rules as may be enacted from time to time in this behalf.

(ii) Before commencing the work, all blasting operations shall have the approval of the Assistant Engineer in charge of the section/work, whether it is done departmentally or through a contract. Before approving the blasting operations, the Assistant Engineer will ensure that adequate arrangements have been made to fulfil these instructions.
(iii) The actual blasting operation shall be carried out under the personal provision of the blasting Mate who is conversant with the conditions for carrying out blasting work and shall be approved by the Assistant Engineer.

(iv) No blasting work can be commenced unless compressor(s) and the necessary drilling equipment (all in working condition) are available at site.

(v) The blasting work near a railway line shall be carefully controlled. For these purpose the charge should be as small as practicable and holes for charges should be drilled in an angular direction going away from the track also minimise possible damage to track and structures. Adequate precautions shall be taken to protect the adjoining track and structures to eliminate the danger to the traffic and damage to track.

(vi) The size, depth, pattern of drill holes-sequence of blasting shall be so controlled by the Inspector of Way or Works so as to limit the size of the blasting product, especially when the blasting operations are carried out near a running line under a block protection for which purpose in bench blasting the depth may be limited to 600 mm.

(vii) Sand bags, suitable wire mesh and other mettings may be used as a blanketing medium as considered necessary by the Inspector of Way or Works to smother the effect of blasting to protect overhead traction equipment, and other similar installations such as Telephone/Telegraph wires electric power line etc. when the blasting operation is done in their vicinity and the flying debris are likely to damage such installations.

(viii) Adequate warning shall be given to all the persons at the site of blasting operations so that the area within a radius of 150 metres from the point of blasting is kept clear of all human beings, animals, vehicles under other mobile equipment’s etc. which are susceptible to damage from flying debris.

(ix) The blasting operations shall be conducted in a manner consistent with the type of explosive, detonators, fuses, etc. used, the location of the blasting area and other relevant factors. The Inspector of way or works may adopt for this purpose the technical guidelines available in the Explosives Manufacturers’ Manual of Instructions of statutory instructions, if any, and other authentic documentation on the subject.

(x) The blasting Mate shall be responsible for tallying the number of shots actually heard with the shot intended to be fired. After the blasting he shall carefully inspect the work site and satisfy himself that all charges have exploded and that the blasting product does not contain any unexploded charge or fuses of explosives.

(xi) After completing the inspections as specified here in above under (vi) and making the line(s) safe after removal of all the debris, other obstructions and the protective coverings provided if any, the Inspector of way or Works shall issue necessary messages for resumption of traffic where the blasting operation is done under block protection and take other actions as appropriate in other cases to facilitate unhampered resumption of traffic.
(c) When the blasting work is undertaken in the vicinity of running lines in electrified sections, the following instructions should be followed in addition to clause (a) and (b) above.

(i) The programme of blasting work should be advised by the concerned AEE Traction Distribution Maintenance/construction one week in advance, to ensure that the Breakdown staff is on the alert to meet any emergency.

(ii) AEE TRD Maintenance/construction will arrange for adequate OHE staff under the charge of an OHE inspector so as to be presented near the place where blasting is to be done. They will make sure about adequate protection to the overhead structures and in the event of OHE break down will assess the same, certify the lines for traffic, if safe, otherwise intimate the extent of damage to the breakdown party at the District headquarters who can attend to the break down.

(iii) In the event of damage to the track/OHE structures the concerned AEN/AEE(TD) shall be immediately informed for restoring the traffic. If the damages are due to construction activities necessary assistance required by AEN/AEE(TD) shall be given by concerned construction organisation.

(iv) The Inspector of Way or Works in charge of the blasting operation at the site shall maintain a log register for (each continuous series) detonations and the Inspector of way or Works and OHE Inspector shall signify their approval to the precautions by signing this register before the detonations take place. After each series of explosions, remarks if no damages had occurred shall be recorded and signed jointly.

15.16. Putting in or removing points or crossings - Except in cases of emergency, no railway servant shall put in or remove any points or crossings otherwise than as permitted by special instructions.

S.R. 15.16-1. Alterations or additions in Transportation Yards -

(a) Except in cases of emergency, no alteration or addition or connection whether permanent or temporary shall be made to a transportation yard, without first obtaining the approval of the Divisional Railway Manager.

(b) When in an emergency, any points, crossings or signals are interfered with within station limits, without previous notice to the Divisional Railway Manager, the Station Master must be immediately informed. If at an interlocked station any running line is affected, the Station Master will treat the line controlled by the such points, crossings or signals which are interfered with as non-interlocked. An advice must be sent at once to the Signal Inspector, Assistant Signal and Telecommunication Engineer and the Divisional Railway Manager.

(c) When extensive alterations are to be made in a station yard, special working rules must be drawn up by the Divisional Railway Manager for the working of the yard during the progress of the work.

15.17 Duties of Gangmate and Gangman when apprehending danger -

If a Gangmate or Gangman considers that the line is likely to be rendered unsafe, or that any train is likely to be endangered in consequence of
any defect in the way or works or of abnormal rain or floods or any other occurrence, he shall take immediate steps for securing the stability of the line and the safety of trains, by using the prescribed signals for trains to proceed with caution or to stop, as necessity may require; and shall as soon as possible report the circumstances to the nearest Station Master and the Inspector of Way or Works.

S.R.15.17-1 In the event of a rail/weld failure, the Keyman/Gangmate/P.Way Maistry or Cold Weather Patrolman, shall, after protecting the line, make necessary emergency repairs to the track and pass traffic at 20 KMPH. The temporary/permanent repairs to track shall be done by the P.W.I. as soon as possible and restored traffic at normal speed.
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15.18. Distinction between trolley, lorry and motor trolley -

(1) A vehicle which can be lifted bodily off the line by four men shall be deemed to be a trolley and any similar but heavier vehicle shall be deemed to be a lorry.

(2) Any trolley which is self-propelled, by means of a motor is a motor trolley.

(3) A trolley shall not, except in cases of emergency, be used for the carriage of permanent way or other heavy material; and when a trolley is so loaded, it shall be deemed, for the purposes of these rules, to be a lorry.

S.R. 15.18-1 RULES FOR WORKING OF A TROLLY/MOTOR TROLLY/LORRY -

(1) Subject to their being certified competent, the following officials and staff are permitted to use trollies/motor trollies/lorries -

(i) Trollies - All Officers and Inspectors of the Engineering and Signal and Telecommunication departments and such Officers and staff of the Operating, Commercial and OHE departments as may be required.

(ii) Lorries - All Inspectors of the Engineering and Signal and Telecommunication department.

(iii) Motor Trollies - All Officers of the Engineering, Signal & Telecommunication, Operating and Commercial Departments and such Inspectors, as may be prescribed and Motor Trolley Drivers.

(2) No Railway servant shall use a trolley unless he is in possession of a permit signed by the Chief Engineer, Chief Track Engineer, Chief Bridge Engineer, Chief Safety Officer, Chief Signal and Telecommunication Engineer, Chief Signal and Telecommunication Engineer(Construction), Divisional Railway
Manager and Junior Administrative Officers of the Engineering and Signal and Telecommunication Departments of the division.

(3) The permit will only be issued after the person, in whose name this issued, has been examined and declared to be conversant with the rules for running of trollies/motor trollies/lorries. The permit shall be valid for a period of one year from the date of issue. It shall, therefore, be renewed annually after the person holding it has been examined as mentioned above.

(4) Each trolley/motor trolley/lorry must have marked on it the number, designation, and code initials of the Headquarters station of the official, to whom it is allotted, painted in white letters conspicuously.

(5) Whenever a trolley/motor trolley/lorry be placed on the platform for being loaded on a train or for any other purpose, it should be placed parallel to the track, properly locked and in charge of a Railway servant. It should be so placed as not to come in the way of passengers and railway staff.

(6) (a) Trolleys or Lorries shall always be pushed and not pulled. Use of sails or any other unauthorised aid for their propulsion is strictly prohibited.

(b) The Official incharge of the lorry/trolley/motor trolley, while approaching a level crossing, should look out for road traffic and ensure safe passage of his lorry/trolley/motor trolley.

(7) EQUIPMENT OF TROLLIES/LORRIES -

The following equipment must be provided on a trolley/lorry when placed on running line:

(i) During the day a red flag fixed to a staff of not less than 180 CMs in height placed on the trolley frame so as to be clearly visible.

(ii) During the night, a light shall be placed to show conspicuously, on the double line, white to the front and red to the rear, and on single line, red both to the front and the rear.

(iii) On Thull and Bhore Ghats and other sections where there are tunnels, the night signals prescribed for single line or double line must be displayed during the day in addition to the red flag. Further, trollies or lorries not provided with head lights must carry a petromax lamp or its equivalent and a five cell electric torch to illuminate the track ahead.

(iv) In addition to the equipment prescribed in Rule No. 15.20 each trolley/lorry shall be provided with (a) 3 red flags and 3 Hand Signal lamps for single line. (b) 1 Hand signal lamp and one red flag, for double line.

(v) Every trolley and lorry must be fitted with an efficient hand brake in terms of Rule No.15.21. A trolley working in the ghat section must, in addition, be fitted with a screw down brake.

(vi) A portable field telephone in working order must be provided on each material lorry.
Note: Lorries are not permitted to work in ghat sections.

(8) EQUIPMENT OF MOTOR TROLLIES -
A motor trolley must be provided with -

(i) A motor trolley must be provided with equipment as given in Rule No.15.20 and 15.21.
(ii) A head light which will throw a white light towards the front. A red light must also be shown conspicuously towards the rear. When there is no head light during the night, a light showing conspicuously, on the double line white to the front and red to the rear, and on the single line, red both to the front and the rear, should be exhibited.

(9) MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PERSONS ON A TROLLEY AND MOTOR TROLLEY -
The total number of persons including trollymen, which can be carried on a trolley, must not exceed 10.
On a motor trolley, the total number of persons including trollymen must not exceed 7 in the case of 4 HP and 10 in the case of 6 HP motor trollies.

(10) MINIMUM NUMBER OF TROLLYMEN -
(a) On a trolley -
(i) When a trolley is run under block protection, it must be accompanied by not less than 4 trollymen.
(ii) When running without block protection, a trolley must be accompanied by 4 trollymen on double or single line. On such part of the line where, on account of curves, cuttings or tunnels the view is obstructed, or on length where there are frequent train services, extra men must be taken from the gangs, for pushing the trolley. One or more of the regular trollymen, who have passed the vision test, will be used for protecting the trolley in the rear on the double line, and on either side on single line.
(iii) On electrified sections, 5 trollymen must accompany a trolley.

(b) On a motor trolly - A motor trolly must, in all cases, be manned by not less than 4 able bodied trollymen.

(b) On a lorry - The minimum number of men accompanying a lorry must be 8 exclusive of Flagmen. It should be increased as required by the official accompanying lorry depending on the type of material loaded, nature of gradient, curves, cutting etc. The official incharge of the lorry shall ensure that the men deputed for protection of the lorry are permanent employees who are well conversed with the rules for protection of material lorry.

(11) When a motor trolley is running, there shall be at least 2 persons seated in front.

(12) WORKING OF TROLLIES -
(a) At night time -
   During night, all trollies must work under block protection except in a grave emergency.

(b) On Bhore and Thull Ghats -
   (i) Trollies of all departments except the Engineering and the Distribution section of the Traction branch must work under block protection. The officials of the Engineering and Traction (Distribution) branches must also work their trollies under block protection whenever possible.
   (ii) When working a trolley without block protection, the official-in-charge must, before entering the block section, notify the Station Master of the station at which the trolley will be placed on line, the place or places at which the trolley will stop and the duration of the halt. The official-in-charge will also ascertain particulars of trains running of the section.
   (iii) Protection of the trolley should be arranged in terms of sub-clauses (ii) and (iii) below.

(c) Working without block protection -
   (1) When it is proposed to work a trolley outside station limits without block protection, the official-in-charge of the trolley shall ascertain the whereabouts of trains that he is likely to encounter on the section before he places the trolley on the line.
   (2) Where due to curves, cuttings, or gradients, a clear view is not available for a distance of 1200 metres, the trolley must be protected in accordance with G.R. 15.27 and S.R. 15.27-1.
   (3) When the nature of the line is such that the Flagmen cannot be seen by the person in-charge of the trolley, the latter must arrange, before entering the section, to take with him sufficient Gangmen with hand signals and banner flag so that the required number of Flagmen can be provided for repeating the signals to the person in-charge of the trolley.

(d) (i) On the following sections special precautions should be taken while working trollies without block protection due to sharp curves, cuttings, tunnels etc.-

MUMBAI DIVISION

(1) Kasara-Igatpuri
(2) Karjat-Lonavla

BHUSAVAL DIVISION

(1) Mandwa-Dongargaon
(2) Napanagar-Chandni
(3) Chandni-Asirgarh Road
(4) Bodwad-Varangaon

BHOPAL DIVISION

(1) Talvadya-Kaigaon
(2) Mathela-Talvadya

JHANSI DIVISION
(1) Dhaura-Jakhlaun
(2) Dhaura-Mohasa
(3) Budni-Barkhera
(4) Manikpur-Bahilpurwa
(5) Bahilpurwa-Karwi
(6) Bharatkup-Badausa
(7) Hamirpur Road-Yamuna South Bank

JABALPUR DIVISION
(1) Sontalai-Bagratawa

NAGPUR DIVISION
(1) Maramjhiri-Dharakhoh
(2) Chichonda-Teegaon

SOLAPUR DIVISION
(1) Jath Road-Dhalgaon
(2) Sulgare-Belanki
(3) Belanki-Arag

(i) The precautions to be taken are as under -

(1) The official in-charge of the trolley shall advise in writing to the Station Master on duty, where he intends to place the trolley on line, specifying the period the trolley will work in the block section.

(2) On receipt of this advice, the Station Master will advise the official in-charge of the trolley about the particulars of running of trains, and will also issue a message to the Station Master at the other end of the block section and also to the mail stopping stations, on either side, to this effect. On the double line, the message need only be issued to the stations in rear according to the line on which the trolley is working. The Station Master receiving the message will acknowledge receipt.

(3) The Station Master at the station at either end of the block section where the trolley is working, or the last stopping station, in the case of mail and express trains must issue Caution Orders to the Drivers of all trains proceeding into the block section where the trolley is working, until the trolley clears the block section.

(4) Immediately the trolley has cleared the block section the Station Master on duty at the station where the trolley has arrived, will cancel the message referred to in sub-clause (2) above after which the issue of Caution Orders to Drivers will be discontinued.
(e) When two trollies are running together in the same direction, as far as possible, they shall be kept one telegraph post apart.

13. USE OF PRIVATE TROLLIES - No Private trollies will be permitted to be used by a non-Railway official, unless he is in possession of a permit signed by the Chief Engineer, Chief Safety Officer or the Divisional Railway Manager. Such permits will be granted in special circumstances for the use of a push trolley on sidings only, where there is no passenger traffic, such officials being required to execute a bond indemnifying the Railway against all liability and risk. The issue of trolley permits will be subject to the observance of the prescribed rules in which the person concerned should be tested before issue of the permit. A Head Trolleyman who should be a competent railway servant duly nominated by the Railway Administration, should always accompany the trolley.

14. WORKING OF MOTOR TROLLIES -

(a) A motor trolley must run under block protection and should be treated and signalled as a train. A motor trolley/trollies, however, is/are permitted to follow a train/motor trolley at an adequate distance after advising the Station Master concerned, in accordance with the procedure laid down in para 14-(g) below. The official in-charge of the motor trolley may, during day light and if visibility is good, pass the Outer signal at danger, after coming to a stop, and proceed with caution and stop at the next Stop signal (facing points), until hand signalled by a member of the station staff in uniform into a vacant line. A motor trolley may also be received, after stopping the same, on an occupied line, on hand signals from the cabin or facing points, as convenient.

(b) BREAKDOWN OF MOTOR TROLLEY -

(i) In the event of a complete breakdown of a motor trolley in the section, the trolley must be removed clear of the tracks and the Station Master of the nearest Station advised in writing to clear the section. The token or Line clear Ticket, if any, must also be sent with the memo. The same procedure must be observed if, for any other reason, a motor trolley is removed from the tracks while in the section. Once a motor trolley has been removed from the line, it must not be replaced on the line unless the line has been blocked for it.

(ii) Before a motor trolley is replaced on the line, intimation in writing must be sent to the nearest Station Master stating in which direction the trolley will proceed. The Station Master will, when the train service permits, arrange to block the line between the two requisite stations.
from a specified hour or after the passage of a named passenger or goods train. A manuscript authority to proceed will then be sent to the Officer in-charge of the motor trolley in the following form -

“Line will be blocked for your motor trolley, from ________________ hours ________________ minutes after the passage of ________________________ train until the arrival of your trolley at ________________________”

A carbon copy of this message should be kept by the issuing Station Master. On the single line, Token or Line Clear Ticket must also be sent by the Station Master.

(c) Working of Motor Trollies on single Line sections where Tokenless Block instruments are provided -

(i) The Station Master of the block station from which the motor trolley has to leave, will obtain Line Clear from the Station Master at the other end of the block section on block telephone without the operation of block instruments. He will then prepare an authority to enter the block section in manuscript in duplicate in the form given below, which will indicate the Private Number obtained in support of the Line Clear obtained from the station in advance. One copy of the same will be handed over to the official-in-charge of the motor trolley.

From S.M. ________________
To,
Official-in-charge,
Motor Trolly No._________

You are permitted to take your motor trolley into the block section between stations____________________ and ____________________ and on arrival at ________________ station, you are required to sign the Train Signal Register in token of your having arrived ________________ station with the motor trolley intact.

Private Number ________________
Date _________________________

Station Master.
(ii) While leaving the station, an authority on Form T.32.B will be issued to pass the last Stop signal in the ‘On’ position. The relevant starting signals, when free, may, however, be taken ‘Off’

(iii) At the receiving station, the Station Master will arrange for the reception signals to be taken ‘Off’

(iv) On arrival at the other end of the block section, the official-in-charge of the motor trolley will deliver the authority to the Station Master with the endorsement that the motor trolley has arrived complete and sign with date and time on it. The authority will be retained by the Station Master and pasted in the station diary.

(v) Out and in reports of the motor trolley will be given by the Station Masters concerned.

(vi) To cancel Line clear for a motor trolley, messages will be exchanged between the Station Masters with Private Numbers. “Cancel last signal” signal will then be given.

(d) Working of Motor Trolleys double line where Lock and Block instruments have been provided -

When a Motor Trolley has to enter the block section, the Station Master of the station from which the motor trolley has to leave will obtain Line Clear from the Station Master at the other end of the block section on telephone attached to the block instruments, as the block instruments are not operated.

He will then issue an authority on form T.32.B to the official-in-charge of the motor trolley, to pass the last stop signal in the ‘On’ position. The Private Number received from the Station Master in advance will be recorded on T-32-B and it should be clearly endorsed that ‘Line Clear’ has been obtained from the station in advance. An authority to enter the block section on the prescribed form given in sub-clause 14(c)(i) shall be given to the official-in-charge of the motor trolley.

At the receiving station, the Station Master will arrange for the reception signals to be taken ‘Off’. On arrival at the station in advance, the official-in-charge of the motor trolley will deliver the authority to the Station Master with the endorsement that the motor trolley has arrived complete and sign with date and time on it. The authority must be retained by the Station Master at the receiving end and pasted in the station diary. The Station Master will then clear the block section supported by a Private Number.

To cancel Line Clear for a motor trolley, messages will be exchanged between the Station Master with Private Numbers. ‘Cancel last Signal’ signal will then be given.

(e) Speed of motor trolley -

The speed of motor trollies while passing over points and crossings, irrespective of whether the trolley is running on the straight or turn-outs, shall not exceed 15 KMPH.
(f) Spring Points -

(i) The Station Master of the station situated short of the place where spring points are located, shall issue Caution Order to the person in-charge of the motor trolley giving the location of the spring points.

(ii) The motor trolley shall stop dead in the rear of the spring points and then proceed over them only when they have been correctly set and clamped. Boards warning the existence of spring points are provided.

(g) A Motor Trolley following a Train or another Motor Trolley -

(i) A motor trolley may follow a fully vacuum/air braked train or another motor trolley, in the same block section during day light hours and clear weather only, both on the single and double line sections. When motor trolley follows a train or another motor trolley at minimum distance of half a kilometre should be kept with the train or trolley to be followed.

(ii) For this purpose, the official-in-charge of the motor trolley shall obtain a “Motor Trolley Permit” from the Station Master concerned before entering the block section. The Motor Trolley Permit shall be prepared in duplicate by carbon process. One copy will be retained by the Station Master issuing the permit and the other will remain in the custody of the official-in-charge of the motor trolley till the next block station in advance is reached, where this permit shall be handed over to the Station Master on duty. The Trolley permit on collection by the Station Master shall be sent to the Divisional Railway Manager for record. The specimen form of the Motor Trolley Permit is given below -

**Motor Trolley Permit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>(designation of the Official-in-charge of the Motor Trolley)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

You are hereby permitted to take your motor trolley into the block section between _______ and _______ stations, and to proceed cautiously upto _______ station, train/motor trolley which left _______ station at _______ hours on _______ (date).

On arrival at _______ station, you are requested to hand over this permit to the Station Master.

Received.
Station Master
(iii) The last Stop Signal shall not be taken 'Off' for the motor trolley following a train or another motor trolley. An authority on Form T.32-B to pass the same in the 'On' position shall be issued to the official in-charge of the following motor trolley.

(iv) After complete arrival of the train or the preceding motor trolley at the station in advance the Station Master may receive the following motor trolleys by taking off signals on an unoccupied line, or take off the calling on signal or hand signal the motor trolleys on an occupied line, as convenient.

(v) The ‘Out’ report for the preceding train or motor trolley shall be given and acknowledged in the usual manner and advice shall also be given at the same time of the number of trollies that will follow. The time of departure of each of the following motor trollies shall be given together to the station in advance after the last motor trolley has left the station in rear. The “IN” report of the preceding train or motor trolley shall not be given, until the last following motor trolley has arrived. The time of arrival of the preceding train or motor trolley and the time of arrival of each of the following motor trollies supported by a Private Number shall be given together and recorded in the Train Signal Register of the despatching and receiving stations. Where token instruments are in use the token received from the preceding train or motor trolley shall be kept in the safe custody of the Station Master on duty and inserted in the block instrument, only after the arrival of the last following motor trolley.

(vi) If there is more than one motor trolley to follow a preceding train or motor trolley, the Station Master will prepare and hand over a “Motor Trolley Permit” to each official-in-charge and will add the words, ‘Last Motor Trolley’ on the permit of the official-in-charge of the last motor trolley. Each Official-in-charge of a motor trolley will hand over the trolley permit to the Station Master on duty at the station in advance. The official-in-charge of the last motor trolley besides handing over the trolley permit to the Station Master on duty at the station in advance, will also sign the Train Signal Register in token of his motor trolley having arrived intact indicating the time of arrival. The Station Master of the station in advance will only then clear back the block section.

The Official-in-charge of the last motor trolley will ensure that his trolley is the last one to arrive at the station, even if the order of the other trollies is changed enroute due to any reason.
(vii) In the event of a breakdown of the preceding motor trolley both on the single and double lines, the provisions contained in sub-clause (b)(i) and (ii) of Clause 14 above must be complied with.

In the case of a breakdown of the following motor trolley in section, it must be removed clear of the track and the official-in-charge must send an intimation in writing to the Station Master of the nearest station to this effect along with the ‘Motor Trolley Permit’.

If the breakdown of the preceding motor trolley, this advice may be sent to the Station Master of the station in advance through the official-in-charge of the following motor trolley.

On the single line section, the official-in-charge of the preceding motor trolley will also hand over to the official-in-charge of the following motor trolley, Line Clear Ticket or token as the case may be, which shall be handed over to the Station Master at the station in advance by the official-in-charge of the following motor trolley in addition to the ‘Motor Trolley Permit’ in his possession.

Once a motor trolley has been removed from the track it must not be replaced unless the line has been blocked for the purpose.

(h) Working of Motor Trolley during total interruption of communications-

If there is total interruption of communications, the Station Master on duty must advise the official-in-charge of the motor trolley of the same and the motor trolley shall be worked in the section in accordance with S.Rs.6.02-3 and S.R. 6.02-4.

15. Working of Lorries -

(a) Working of a lorry within station section.- Whenever a lorry has to work within station section, the Permanent Way Inspector or other official in-charge of the work will advise the Station Master in writing specifying the period during which it will work. The Station Master on duty, when granting Line Clear or authorising the taking off of signals for the reception and despatch of trains, will personally satisfy himself that the official-in-charge of the lorry is advised and that the lorry does not fall the path of trains. Slide collars shall be used on those slides governing the Home Signals of the line on which a lorry would be working.

(b) Running of lorries -

(i) A lorry shall normally be run during day light hours.

(ii) A lorry may be worked without block protection when the official-in-charge, before putting a lorry on the line, has ascertained from the Station Master on duty whether line clear can be obtained for the lorry without causing detention to a train, and if no detention would be caused, Line Clear should be obtained. If line clear cannot be obtained without causing detention to a train, the official-in-charge of the lorry, after considering the urgency of the work to be done, should decide whether to place the lorry on the line without line clear being obtained or wait until line clear can be obtained for it.
(iii) Notwithstanding the provisions above, a lorry shall invariably be worked under block protection when -

(1) it is necessary during an emergency to run it at night or when the visibility is restricted due to dust, storm, fog, rain or any other cause.
(2) it is loaded with rails or girders.
(3) it is loaded with specially heavy materials which cannot be readily unloaded, and
(4) When it is working in certain sections with heavy curves, cuttings or on ghat sections, which are indicated in sub-clause (d) (i) of clause 12 above.

(iv) In circumstances other than those mentioned in item (iii) above, the following precautions must be taken while working a material lorry without block protection, sub-para (2) to (g) are retained.

(2) When the official-in-charge intends to place the lorry on the line in mid section, he shall issue a message on field telephone to the Station Masters of the stations on either side on single line and the Station Master of the station in rear on double line indicating the exact kilometerage where he will be placing the lorry on the line. This message shall be supported by a Private Number.

The Station Master who receives notice about the lorry to be put on line shall inform the official-in-charge of the lorry about particulars of trains which are expected to run on the section and also the time at which the lorry can be placed on the line.

When permission has been asked to keep the lorry on line from the block section, the Station Masters shall block the line and issue a message to the official-in-charge of the lorry intimating that the line has been blocked for the lorry. This message shall be supported by a Private Number.

The official-in-charge of the lorry shall under no circumstances keep the lorry on the line unless he has obtained acknowledgement in writing from the Station Master of the station at which the lorry enters the section that he has advised the Station Masters concerned in regard to the issue of Caution Order, or a message on telephone supported by a Private Number to the effect that the line has been blocked when the lorry is kept on line from the section.

TROLLY/LORRY NOTICE

(Working without Line Clear)

Notice No. _________________
Station ____________

Date ____________ To,
Station Master ____________ (Station) Trolley/Lorry No. ____________

is required to work between ____________ and ____________ stations at ____________ kms. from ____________ hrs. to ____________
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hrs. It will leave ________________ station at ______________ hours of this day for ________________ station/Km No. ________________.

_____________________

Official-in-charge

To,
The official-in-charge of Trolly/Lorry Trains due to arrive/pass this station at __________ hours have actually done so except:
Train No. _______________ is ______________ minutes late.

I have exchanged advice with ________________ station and shall issue Caution Order to all Drivers until I receive advice of the removal of the trolly/lorry.

*The line has been blocked for your Trolly/Lorry between ______________ station to ______________ station on Up/Down line and the block will be removed only on receipt of the removal report of the Trolly/Lorry.
Private No. ________________

_____________________

Station Master

* Applicable when permission is given on the telephone.

(3) On receipt of this notice, the Station Master will indicate the particulars of trains running on the section as shown in the form.

(4) The Station Master will then issue a message to the Station Master of the station at the other end of the block section indicating the time and kilometre where the material lorry will be working.

(5) On receipt of this message, the Station Master concerned will issue Caution Orders mentioning the particulars as indicated under sub-clause (4) above to all trains proceeding into the block section in which the lorry is working without block protection.

(6) The above Caution Orders will continue to be issued till the removal report in the prescribed form or through the field telephone supported by a Private Number has been received from the Permanent Way Inspector, or the Official-in-charge of the material lorry and the ‘lorry removed from the section’ signal has been received and acknowledged.
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REMOVAL REPORT

Reference: Trolley/Lorry Notice No. ___________________ Date _________

Trolley/Lorry No. _______________ arrived at ________________ was removed from the track at Km _______________________________ at ____________ hours.

Removal Report received at ______________________ hours.

Station Master _____________________________________ Station.

*Private No. ______________________

Official-in-charge

*To be given when the removal report is given on field telephone.

(7) A material lorry must be protected in accordance with G.R. 15.27 and S.R.15.27-1.

(8) On receipt of this message (of Lorry working without block protection), the Station Master concerned will issue Caution Orders as indicated under sub-clauses (4) and (5) above, to all trains proceeding into the block section in which the lorry is working to restrict the speed so as to enable the Driver to stop short of the Km, where the lorry might be working, on observing the danger signal.

In case, there is a gradient of 1 in 200 or steeper, additional speed restrictions must be recorded in Caution Order issued to the Drivers of goods/material trains and light engines proceeding in that direction. The speed restriction shall be B.G. 40 KMPH and N.G. 25 KMPH.

(9) When temporary single line working is introduced on a double line section, no material lorry shall be allowed to work in that section except in case of an emergency.

(c) LORRIES FOLLOWING ONE ANOTHER -

When lorries follow one another, a minimum distance of 2 telegraph posts should be kept. This should be increased by the official-in-charge of the lorry as required in accordance with gradient and other local conditions.

(d) WORKING OF LORRY DURING TOTAL INTERRUPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS -

Material lorries shall not be allowed to enter a block section when there is total interruption of communications. If, however, in a grave emergency, it is necessary for a material lorry to enter a block section when there is total interruption of communications, it is the responsibility of the official-in-charge of the material lorry to have it protected in accordance with the provision of G.R. 15.27 and S.R.15.27-1 and sub-clauses (c) (ii) and (iii) of Clause (12) above.
(e) On double line, material lorries must go out on the right line and if necessary, they must push back on the same line. On no account a lorry must be transferred from one line to another in a block section.

(16) ADJACENT RUNNING LINES NOT TO BE FOULED.-

(i) When working a trolley, motor trolley or lorry on the double line section, if the same is removed from the rails in the block section, it should be removed in such a way that the adjacent running lines are not fouled or infringed.

(ii) In the case of lorries working in the block section on double line, when material is unloaded, it should be ensured that no running line is fouled.

(17) WHEN VISIBILITY IS IMPAIRED - when a trolley or lorry is working on a block section during day without block protection, if the visibility is impaired due to rain, dust, storm, fog, or any other cause, the trolley or lorry should be removed from the line and should not be replaced until the visibility is adequate.

(18) MILITARY RAIL PATROL BY CONVERTED MOTOR TROLLY VEHICLES - Military rail motors used for patrol and other purpose will be treated in all respects as trains.

(a) Such vehicles belonging to the Military Department and worked by a military Driver will only be allowed to run when accompanied by a competent railway servant or a military officer or other rank, who is in possession of a certificate issued by the Chief Safety Officer or the Divisional Railway Manager. Such a person will act as a pilot and will be responsible for the observance of the General and Subsidiary Rules.

(b) Military Drivers must at all times and in all circumstances obey the pilot's instructions in connection with the running of the rail motor.

(c) Unless otherwise approved by the Commissioner of Railway Safety, the maximum speed of these rail cars will be -

- 30 KMPH between stations,
- 8 KMPH over turn-outs.

(d) In the event of a breakdown when a rail motor cannot be lifted and removed clear of the track, it will have to be pushed into the nearest block station. Until then the block section will remain blocked. While the vehicle is being pushed, it must be protected in accordance with G.R. 15.27 and S.R. 15.27-1.

(19) The running of trollies, motor trollies or lorries is prohibited between CSTM and Thane and on the Harbour Branch.

(20) UNAUTHORISED PERSONS ON TROLLY/MOTOR TROLLY / LORRY -
Persons authorised to work a trolley, motor trolley or lorry shall not take anyone with them on trolley/motor trolley/lorry unless employed on the Railway, and then only if duty requires, except in case of sickness or other emergency, when a report should be made to their Divisional Officers.

(21) CONVEYANCE OF MOTOR TROLLIES, TROLLIES AND LORRIES IN TRAINS -

(a) Motor trollies and trollies may be carried in the brakevans of goods and mixed trains, and also by passenger trains if there is room and provided the loading and unloading can be done without delaying the passenger train and they are not likely to cause damage to the packages in the van. Lorries will ordinarily be carried in the brakevans of goods and mixed trains and on sections where goods services are insufficient, by passenger trains, provided the conditions for the carriage of trollies and motor trollies by passenger trains are fulfilled.

(b) Motor trollies and trollies may also be carried in suburban trains except during the peak hours of 8 to 11 and 16 to 20. Between CST and Kurla on the Suburban Section of the main line they must not be loaded and unloaded at any station except Byculla and Dadar.

S.R. 15.18-2. (A) (1) Cycles trollies are trollies which are propelled by pedalling instead of pushing, and moped trollies can either be driven by a motor or pedalled. Cycle trollies and moped trollies can be removed from the track by two men. Seats should also be provided in cycle trollies and moped trollies for at least one person other than the person or persons pedalling or driving to sit facing towards the rear continuously to give adequate warning of approaching trains.

(2) Cycle trollies and moped trollies shall be treated as push trollies in all respects for the purpose of these rules except where otherwise provided for.

(B) Rules for working of a Cycle/moped trolley -

(1) Subject to their being certified competent the following officials and staff are permitted to use cycle trolley/moped trolley.

(i) All Officers and Inspectors of the Engineering and Signal Telecommunication Departments.

(ii) Such staff of the Signal and telecommunication and Engineering Departments as authorised.

(iii) All officers, Inspectors and other staff of Operating and Commercial Departments as authorised.

(2) No Railway servant shall use a cycle/moped trolley unless he is in possession of a permit signed by Chief Engineer, Chief Track Engineer, Chief Bridge Engineer, Chief Safety Officer, Chief Signal and Telecommunication Engineer, Chief Signal and Telecommunication Engineer (Construction), Divisional Railway Manager and Junior administrative officers of the Engineering and Signal and Telecommunication Departments of the division.
(3) The permit will only be issued after the person, in whose name it is issued, has been examined and declared conversant with the rules for running of cycle/moped trollies. The permit shall be valid for a period of one year from the date of issue.

(4) Each cycle/moped trolley must have marked on it the number, designation and code initials of the headquarters station of the official, to whom it is allotted, painted in white letters conspicuously.

(5) (a) a Cycle/moped trolley shall normally be driven or pedalled. It may be pushed when necessary but should not be pulled. Use of sails or any other unauthorised aid for their propulsion is strictly prohibited.

(b) The official-in-charge of cycle/moped trolley while approaching a level crossing, should look out for road traffic and ensure safe passage of his cycle/moped trolley.

(c) Whenever a cycle/moped trolley placed on a platform for being loaded on a train, or for any other purpose, it should be placed parallel to the track properly locked and in-charge of a railway servant. It should be so placed as not to come in the way of passengers and railway staff.

(6) Equipment of Cycle/Moped Trolley - The following equipment must be provided on a cycle/moped trolley when placed on a running line -

(i) During the day a red flag fixed to a staff placed in the trolley frame so as to be clearly visible.

(ii) During night, a light shall be placed to show conspicuously, on the double line, white to the front and red to the rear and on single line, red both to the front and in the rear. Further a five cell electric torch must also be carried and used to illuminate the track ahead.

(iii) 10 detonators, 2 red flags, 2 green flags, 1 padlock and chain and 2 hand signal lamps.

(iv) Every cycle/moped trolley must be fitted with an efficient hand brake.

(7) The total number of persons including the persons pedalling or driving, which can be carried on a cycle/moped trolley must not exceed five.

(8) Minimum number of trolley on:

(i) When a cycle/moped trolley is run under block protection, it must be accompanied by three Persons including the persons pedalling or driving.

(ii) When running without block protection, a cycle/moped trolley must be accompanied by 3 persons including the person pedalling or driving. One man must sit on the rear seat facing in rear and keep a look out for any following train.

(9) Working of cycle/moped trollies -

(a) At night time, all cycle/moped trollies must invariably work under block protection. If the speed of the moped trolley is more than 15 KMPH it should work under block protection.

(b) Working without block protection: When it is proposed to work cycle/moped trolley outside station limits, without block protection, the
official-in-charge of cycle/moped trolley shall ascertain the whereabouts of trains that he is likely to encounter on the section before he places cycle/moped trolley on the line.

(c) Use of Cycle/Moped trolley is not permitted in ghat sections and sections where series of cuttings and curves restrict clear visibility in front or in rear to less than 800 metres and where observance of GR.15.26 would require more than a total of 2 men to protect the trolley from front or rear. The sections on which cycle/moped trollies are not permitted to work on the above basis on each division will be notified by the Divisional Railway Manager.

(d) Cycle/Moped trolley shall invariably be worked on line clear under the system of working on sections where special precautions in accordance with G.R.15.27 are necessary.

(10) Spring points - The official-in-charge of cycle/moped trolley shall enquire about the location of spring point before starting. He shall stop dead in the rear of the spring point and shall lift the cycle/moped trolley and place it beyond the spring point.

(11) Adjacent running lines not to be fouled : When working cycle/moped trolley on the double line section, if the same is removed from the rails, in the block section, it should be removed in such a way that the adjacent running lines are not fouled or infringed.

When two cycle/moped trollies are running together in the same direction they should be kept one telegraph post apart.

S.R. 15.18-3. Working of Dollys -

(1) Subject to their being certified competent, all Inspectors and Maistries of Permanent way are permitted to use Dollys.

(2) No Railway servant shall use a Dolly unless he is in possession of a permit signed by an Engineering Official not lower in rank than that of Senior DEN/DEN.

(3) The permit will only be issued, after the person, in whose name, it is, issued, has been examined and declared to be conversant with the rules for working of dollys. The permit shall be valid for a period of one year from the date of issue. It shall, therefore, be renewed annually after the person holding it has been examined as mentioned above.

(4) Each dolly must have marked on it, the number, designation and code-initials of the head quarter station of the official, to whom it is allotted, painted in white letters, conspicuously.

(5) Dollys should always be pushed and not pulled.

(6) Dollys shall normally be worked during day light hours. If it is necessary to work at night, it shall be worked under block protection.

(7) The official in charge of the dolly, while approaching a level crossing should look out for road traffic and ensure safe passage of his dolly.

(8) Equipment of Dollys -
(i) Following equipment should be provided on Dollys when placed on running line.
   (a) During the day time a red flag, fixed to a staff of not less than 180 cm. in height should be displayed on each dolly so as to be clearly visible.
   (b) During the night, a light shall be placed to show conspicuously, on the double line, white to the front and red to the rear and on single line, red both to the front and the rear.

(ii) A portable field telephone in working order must be carried with the in-charge of dolly when dollys are put on track.

(9) Minimum number of Dollymen -
   A minimum number of 3 dollymen should man each dolly exclusive of flagmen to protect them with flags and detonators.

(10) System of working of Dollys -
   (a) At night time all dollys must work under block protection.
   (b) Working of Dollys within station section -
      Whenever a dolly has to work within Station section, the official in-charge of the Dolly will advise the Station Master in writing specifying the line and the period during which it will work. The Station Master on duty before authorising taking off of signals for reception and despatch of trains, will personally satisfy himself that the official in-charge of the dolly is advised and that the dolly does not foul the path of trains. Slide/Lever Collars shall be used on those slides/levers governing the signals of the line on which dolly would be working. The speed of Dolly will not exceed 3 KMPH at any time.
   (c) Working Dollys in Block section without Block protection -
      (i) Dollys shall normally be worked without block protection. When it is proposed to work dollys outside the station section, without block protection, the official incharge of the dolly shall ascertain the whereabouts of trains that he is likely to encounter on the section before he places the dolly on the line.
      (ii) Where due to curves, cuttings or gradients, a clear view is not available for a distance of 1200 Meters, the dollys must be protected in accordance with G.R.15-27 and SR 15-27-1.
      (iii) When the nature of the line is such that the flagmen cannot be seen by the person incharge of the dollys, the later must arrange, before entering the section, to take with him sufficient number of Gangmen with hand signals and banner flags so that the required number of flagmen can be provided for repeating the signals to the person in charge of the dollys.
      (iv) If the visibility is impaired due to rain, dust, storm, for any other cause the dolly shall be removed from the line and should not be replaced until the visibility is adequate.
      (v) On the sections enlisted under Rule SR 15-18-1(12)(d)-(i) special precautions should be taken as in SR 15-18-1(12)(d)-(ii) 1 to 4, when
working dollys without block protection due to sharp curves, cuttings tunnels etc.

(vi) Dollys shall ‘invariably’ be worked under block protection when -
(a) it is necessary during an emergency to work it at night
(b) the visibility is restricted due to dust, storm, fog, rain or any other causes.

(vii) During total interruption of communications or when TSL working is in force on a Double line section Dollys shall not be allowed to enter a block section. In case of extreme emergency, if it is indispensable to work dollys, the person in charge of dollys should arrange for protection as in GR 15-27 and S.R.15.27-1 and ensure that the speed of the dolly does not exceed 3 KMPH at any time.

(11) Mode of working Dollys -

(i) For carrying of single rail, 2 rail dollys shall be used and for transporting a 3 rail panel 6 number of rail dollys shall be deployed. The minimum number of dollymen shall be 3 (three) per dolly.
(ii) Rail dolly should run on the cess rail in case of double line to ensure safety of adjacent track.
(iii) As soon as the train is sighted, the dolly shall be instantly released by the release lever arm from the running line thus allowing the rail to drop on the ballast shoulder far away from the running line. Simultaneously the rail dolly is turned over and all infringements cleared before the passage of the train. All these operations normally should not take more than 2 minutes.

(12) On Ghat sections, rail dollys are not to be worked.

15.19. Red flag or light to be shown - Every lorry or trolley when on the line shall show a red flag by day and a red light by night, during thick, foggy or tempestuous weather impairing visibility or in a tunnel in the directions from which a train may come.

15.20. Equipment of trolley, lorry or motor trolley - Each trolley, lorry or motor trolley shall have the following equipment -
(a) two hand signal lamps,
(b) two red and two green hand signal flags,
(c) sufficient supply of detonators,
(d) a chain and a padlock,
(e) a copy of the Working Time Table and all correction slips and appendices, if any, in force on that section of the railway over which the trolley, lorry or motor trolley is to run,
(f) a motor horn and a search light (for motor trolley only),
(g) two banner flags (for lorry only), and
(h) such other articles as may be prescribed by the Railway Administration in this behalf.

Note: The Official in charge of the trolley, lorry or motor trolley shall also be in possession of a watch in addition to the prescribed equipment.

15.21. Efficient breaks - No lorry or trolley shall be placed on the line unless it is fitted with efficient breaks.

15.22. Qualified person to be incharge of lorry or trolley when on the line -

(1) No lorry or trolley shall be placed on the line except by a qualified person appointed in this behalf by special instructions.

(2) Such qualified person shall accompany the lorry or trolley, and shall be responsible for its proper protection and for its being used in accordance with special instructions.

S.R..15.22.1. Officials who are qualified to work a trolley/lorry/motor trolley and cycle trolley/moped trolley are enlisted in S.R. 15.18-1 (1) and 15.18-2 (B)(1).

The instructions for protection of trollies/lorries are given in S.R. 15.27-1.

15.23. Attachment to train prohibited - No lorry or trolley shall be attached to a train.

15.24. Time of running - A lorry shall ordinarily be run only by day and when the weather is sufficiently clear for a signal to be distinctly seen from an adequate distance, which shall never be less than 800 metres.

15.25. Motor Trolley - A motor trolley shall only be run in accordance with special instructions.

15.26. Protection of trolley on the line - The qualified person in charge of a trolley shall, before leaving a station, ascertain the whereabouts of all approaching trains, and shall, when a clear view is not obtainable for an adequate distance,-

(a) on a single line, in both directions, or

(b) on a double line, in the direction from which trains may approach, take such precautions for the protection of his trolley as may be prescribed by special instructions.
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PERMANENT WAY AND WORKS

15.27. Protection of lorry on the line -

(1) Whenever it is proposed to place a lorry, whether loaded or empty on the line, the line shall, if it is possible to do so, without interference with the working of trains, be blocked under the rules for working of trains.

(2) Except under approved special instructions, when the line has not been so blocked and a lorry whether loaded or empty is placed on the line, the lorry shall be protected -

(a) on double line, by one or two men as required, at a distance of 600 metres on the Broad Gauge and 400 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge, carrying a banner flag across the track and another man plainly showing a Stop hand signal at a distance of not less than 1200 metres on the Broad Gauge and 800 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge from the lorry in the direction from which trains may approach, or

(b) on single line, by one or two men as required, following and preceding the lorry at a distance of 600 metres on the Broad Gauge and 400 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge, carrying a banner flag across the track and another man plainly showing a Stop hand signal at a distance of not less than 1200 metres on the Broad Gauge and 800 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge from the lorry on either side.

(3) Each man so following or preceding the lorry at a distance of 1200 metres on the Broad Gauge and 800 metres on the Metre Gauge and the Narrow Gauge shall be provided with detonators and place three on the line, 10 metres apart, immediately the lorry comes to a stand for the purpose of either unloading or loading or should any train be seen approaching, and continue to display the Stop hand signals.

(4) The man or men carrying the banner flag shall immediately fix the banner flag across the track immediately the lorry comes to a stand or a train is seen approaching and continue to display the Stop hand signal.

(5) In all cases where the Flagmen in advance or in rear cannot be kept in view from the lorry, additional intermediate Flagmen shall be posted to relay the signals.

(6) The Stop Signals and detonators shall not be removed until the Flagmen have received the orders to withdraw them from the official-in-charge of the lorry.

S.R.15.27-1. Protection of Lorry on the line -

When a lorry, whether loaded or empty, is placed on the line, without block protection, the lorry shall be protected:
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(a) On double line, by two men at a distance of 600 metres on Broad Gauge and 400 metres on Narrow Gauge, carrying a banner flag held with staff of 2 metres height across the track and another man plainly showing a danger hand signal at a distance of not less than 1200 metres on B.G. and 800 metres on N.G. from the lorry in the direction from which trains may approach.

(b) On a single line, by two men, following and preceding the lorry at a distance of 600 metres on B.G. and 400 metres on N.G. carrying a banner flag held with staff of 2 metres height across the track and another man plainly showing a danger hand signal at a distance of not less than 1200 metres on B.G. and 800 metres on N.G. from the lorry on either side.

(c) Each man so following or preceding the lorry at a distance of 1200 metres on B.G. and 800 metres on N.G. shall be provided with detonators and place three on the line 10 metres apart immediately the lorry comes to a stand for any purpose or should any train be seen approaching, and continue to display the danger hand signal.

(d) The men carrying the banner flag shall immediately fix the banner flag across the track immediately the lorry comes to a stand or a train is seen approaching, and continue to display the hand danger signal.

(e) The danger signals and detonators shall not be removed until the flagmen have received the orders to withdraw them from the official-in-charge of the lorry.

(f) When the nature of the line is such that the flagmen cannot be seen by the person in charge of the lorry, the latter must arrange, before entering the section, to take with him sufficient gangmen with hand signals so that the required number of flagmen can be provided for repeating the signals to the person in-charge of the lorry.

15.28. Lorries and trollies out of use - A lorry or trolley when not in use, shall be placed clear of the line, and the wheels thereof be secured with a chain and padlock.